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What does the term 'Time correction' mean in Finance?

 

This refers to a consolidation in the price of a stock or any other financial security after a strong
rally. The price of the security moves sideways rather than upwards or downwards during such
price consolidation. Time correction is different from price correction where the price of an
overvalued stock or other security falls to a level that is commensurate with its fundamental
intrinsic value. During time correction, the security trades within a strict price range and waits for
its fundamental value to rise and match its current trading price range. Traders usually buy
securities that breakout from a price range after a long period of time correction.
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What does 'learned non-use' mean in the field of medicine?

 

This refers to a medical phenomenon wherein a limb or any other body part aiding movement that
is affected by temporary paralysis becomes permanently impaired due to prolonged non-use by
the patient. Such impairment usually sets in when patients affected by temporary paralysis begin
to use other body parts to perform actions that were previously performed by the affected body
part, thus leading to its prolonged non-use. Learned non-use is common among patients who have
been affected by paralysis following a stroke.
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What does 'sheepskin effect' mean in Economics?

 

This refers to a phenomenon when people with academic degrees earn higher incomes than
people who don’t have an academic degree but possess the same amount of knowledge and
skills. The higher salary enjoyed by people with academic degrees is explained by the signalling
effect. An academic degree acts as a mark of prestige and willingness to conform to rules at a
workplace, which in turn causes employers to be willing to pay higher wages for people with
academic degrees. Employers generally justify the use of an academic degree as a profiling tool in
the absence of complete knowledge about job applicants.
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Bengal unveils official State emblem

The State emblem of West Bengal.Special arrangement  

The official emblem of West Bengal was unveiled by Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee on Friday.
Addressing the gathering on the occasion, the Chief Minister emphasised the importance of the
“individuality” of every State. Designed by Ms. Banerjee, it features the Ashoka emblem on top.

“We had to do this [create the State emblem] 70 years after Independence because it has never
been thought of before. No one here thought that every State should have its individuality,” the CM
said at the State Secretariat Nabanna.

She also said that the Bengal government received the Centre’s approval for the emblem on
Wednesday.

Describing the occasion as “historic”, Ms. Banerjee said, “We will use the emblem in all the official
documents and work of the State government after issuing a notification from today. But executing
the process in all the departments will take some time.”

She added, “Some States have their own emblem and some don’t. When it came to our notice, an
expert committee was set up and the design was sent to the Centre for approval. It took quite
sometime but better late than never.”
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How H. pylori bacteria survive in the stomach

“Such an attachment-detachment system is a great advantage,” says Asish Mukhopadhyay  

An international group of over 50 scientists including three Indians have found out how the
bacteria Helicobacter pylori survive in highly acidic environment of the human stomach. H. pylori
causes peptic ulcer, and chronic infection can also lead to gastric cancer.

For the first time, scientists have found that the binding of the bacteria to the stomach mucosal
layer is acid-sensitive, allowing it to attach and detach when needed. The bacteria bind to the
mildly acidic (pH 6) mucous layer of the stomach and when the mucous is shed into the highly
acidic (pH 2) stomach, the bacteria quickly unbinds and moves to a fresh mucous layer site. The
results were published in Cell Host & Microbe.

Breakable binding

Previous studies have shown that the bacteria tightly attach to the epithelial cells and mucous of
the stomach with the help of an adhesin called BabA. But now the researchers found that though
tightly bound to the mucous, the binding affinity reduces once the bacteria sense more acidic pH
(2-4 pH). The mucous lining of the stomach is constantly shed into the stomach, which is highly
acidic compared with the mucous layer.

The scientists found a 2- and 20-fold less binding at pH 4 and 2, respectively, compared to pH 6.
Within 30 seconds, 85% of the bacteria detached from the mucous layer when placed in a strong
acid. They also saw that 95% of them recovered binding activity when shifted to less acidic site.

“Such a pH-dependent, reciprocal attachment-detachment system should be a great advantage for
long-term colonization in the stomach. Indeed, its importance is supported by the extensive
microevolution of BabA,” Dr. Asish K. Mukhopadhyay from the National Institute of Cholera and
Enteric Diseases (NICED), Kolkata says in an e-mail to The Hindu.

In order to know the exact pH at which bacteria loses binding, they tested 21 Swedish bacteria
isolates. They found that that the bacteria detached at pH ranging from 2.3 to 4.9 showing that
they can adapt to individual acid secretion patterns.

H. pylori is associated with low stomach acidity in Peru but higher acidity in Indians. The scientists
carried out further studies to understand how Indian strains were more acid tolerant. They found
that in order to escape the acid, the Indian strains attach to the end or bottom of the stomach.

Dr. Mukhopadhyay pointed out that future studies are required to fully understand the molecular
mechanisms behind the Indian bacterial strains, and knowing how the bacteria attach and detach
can help develop alternative medical aid for stomach diseases and rethink acid-supression
therapies.
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Why were prime numbers in the news recently?

Prime numbers are the very atoms of arithmetic.   | Photo Credit: Wikimedia commons

Last week, a very big number — over 23 million digits long — became the “largest known prime
number”.

The number, 277,232,917-1, was discovered using a software called GIMPS, which allows
volunteers to search for Mersenne prime numbers (more on that below). Jonathan Pace, a
volunteer from Tennessee, made the discovery on December 26, and it was further confirmed
using four different programs on four different pieces of hardware.

In case you want to look at the 23-million-digit number, here is the link:
http://www.mersenne.org/primes/digits/M77232917.zip

A prime number is a number that can only be divided by itself and by 1. For example: 2, 3, 5, 7,
11, and so on.

British mathematician Marcus du Sautoy, in his book The Music of the Primes, writes, “Prime
numbers are the very atoms of arithmetic. The prime numbers 2, 3 and 5 are the hydrogen, helium
and lithium in the mathematician's laboratory. Mastering these building blocks offers the...hope of
discovering new ways...through the vast complexities of the mathematical world.”

Dr. Baskar Balasubramanyam, Assistant Professor at the Department of Mathematics, IISER
Pune, explained in detail about the new discovery in an e-mail to The Hindu:

Mersenne prime is a prime number of the form 2n-1. For example, 7 = 23-1 and is a prime, so it is
a Mersenne prime.

One the other hand 11 is a prime, but it is not of the form 2n-1. So it is not a Mersenne prime. Not
all numbers of the form 2n-1 are primes either. For example, 24-1 = 15 is not a prime.

The GIMPS project looks at such numbers to figure out which of them are going to be primes.

One of the oldest theorems in mathematics (the Euclid theorem) says that there are infinitely many
primes. So we are going to find larger and larger primes.

For number theorists, it is also important to understand if there are infinitely many primes that fit a
particular pattern. For example, are there infinitely many primes of the form 4n+1? The answer is
yes.

We still don't know if there are infinitely many Mersenne primes. Another 'family' that is of much
interest are the Twin Primes (primes that are separated by 2 like 11 and 13).

One of the major applications of primality testing (testing whether a number is prime) is in
cryptography (Cryptography, which is derived from the Greek word for the study of secret
messaging, involves sharing information via secret codes).

This is based on the following principle: multiplying two numbers is easy, factoring a number is
hard. For cryptographic applications, we need a number N that is a product of two primes p and q
(N = pq). The value of N is public information, but it is very difficult to find p and q just by knowing
the value of N — there are lots of possibilities for p and q.
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Our credit cards, cell phones, all depend on cryptography.
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Cabinet approves implementation of CCEA decision on closure of Tungabhadra Steel Products
Limited
Cabinet

Cabinet approves implementation of CCEA decision on
closure of Tungabhadra Steel Products Limited

Posted On: 10 JAN 2018 1:11PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the
implementation of the CCEA decision on closure of Tungabhadra Steel Products Limited (TSPL)
regarding disposal of its immovable assets.   It also provides for getting the name of the company
struck off from the Registrar of Companies after setting balance liabilities of TSPL.

It may be recalled that CCEA had approved the closure of the company in December, 2015 after
discharging all dues to employees/workers and creditors. Cabinet approved transfer of MMH
Plants to Government of Karnataka along with 20,000 square meter land. Cabinet also approved
selling 82.37 acres of land of the Company at Hospet to Karnataka Government for use of the
Karnataka State Housing Board. The land is being sold to Karnataka Government at the rate of
Rs. 66 lakh per acre offered by them.

 

*****

AKT/VBA/SH

(Release ID: 1516120) Visitor Counter : 685
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PM congratulates Aanchal Thakur on winning India’s first international medal in skiing at FIS
International Skiing Competition in Turkey
Prime Minister's Office

PM congratulates Aanchal Thakur on winning India’s first
international medal in skiing at FIS International Skiing
Competition in Turkey

Posted On: 10 JAN 2018 10:50AM by PIB Delhi

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi has congratulated Aanchal Thakur on winning India’s first
international medal in skiing at FIS International Skiing Competition in Turkey.

“Well done Aanchal Thakur for winning an international medal in skiing! The entire nation is
ecstatic on your historic accomplishment at the FIS International Skiing Competition in Turkey.
Wishing you the very best for your future endeavours”, the Prime Minister said.

****

AKT/AK

 

 

 

(Release ID: 1516100) Visitor Counter : 2162
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What is Small firm effect in Finance

Also known as the small-cap effect, this refers to a theory which states that shares of companies
with smaller market capitalisation usually offer higher returns to investors than large-cap stocks.
One of the reasons is that smaller firms generally have greater growth opportunities ahead of
them, which in turn leads to a greater appreciation of their stock prices. The small firm effect was
famously studied by Nobel laureate Eugene Fama and Kenneth French in their 1992 paper “The
Cross-Section of Expected Stock Returns”.
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Buddhism is basis of an early form of globalisation: Kovind

Inaugurating the fourth International Dharma-Dhamma conference on state and social order, at
Rajgir in Nalanda district of Bihar on Thursday, President Ram Nath Kovind said Buddhism was
the basis for an early form of globalisation, and of interconnectedness in our continent.

The President pointed out that “the timing of this conference is very appropriate” as “we are
marking the 25th anniversary of the ASEAN-India Dialogue Partnership.”

“On India’s Republic Day, leaders from all 10 ASEAN countries will be chief guests at the
ceremonial events in New Delhi. And today this conference stands testimony to the abiding
friendship and shared values of India and ASEAN – as well as to the spiritual heritage and
knowledge that belongs to both the sub-continent and to Southeast Asia,” he said.

Mr. Kovind said the conference was “an attempt at enhancing understanding of the common roots
and similarities of the diverse traditions of Dharma and Dhamma.” Though known by many names
they [Dharma and Dhamma] guide us to the same truth, he said.

“They emphasise the many roads, rather than any one road, that lead us to the same desired
goal,” said President Kovind.

Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, Governor Satya Pal Malik, Deputy Chief Minister Sushil Kumar
Modi, Vice-Chancellor of Nalanda University Sunaina Singh and a host of dignitaries were present.
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What is 'Bull trap' in Finance?

This refers to a form of price action wherein the price of a stock or any other financial security
shows signs of moving up after an extended downtrend only to fall back again to continue its
downward journey. It results from the absence of sufficient buyer interest to decisively reverse the
downtrend. Traders who buy the stock on seeing it move up for a while get trapped at a higher
price point once the price reverses to continue its downtrend. Some traders use an appropriate
stop-loss order instructing their brokers to sell the stock once it falls below its previous minor low in
order to avoid further losses.
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‘Dark’ DNA

For long, scientists have been puzzled by the fact that long strands of DNA apparently have no
real function. What is more, these strands are identical across several animals, adding to the
conundrum. Now a study shows that these might not merely have a function but that they might
play an essential role in the development of the brain. Mice in which four such regions had been
knocked out outwardly looked normal but the brains showed abnormalities when dissected. The
mice without specific strands showed similarities to Alzheimer’s while others showed abnormalities
in the forebrain – involved in memory formation.
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NHAI awards contract for 4-Laning of Hiran River to Sindoor River section of NH-12 in Madhya
Pradesh  
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

NHAI awards contract for 4-Laning of Hiran River to Sindoor
River section of NH-12 in Madhya Pradesh  

Posted On: 23 JAN 2018 4:52PM by PIB Delhi

The National Highways Authority of India has issued Letter of Award (LOA) for the development of
the following national highway section in the state of Madhya Pradesh:

NH No. Section Length
Total Capital
Cost

Contractor’s Name

NH-12
Hiran River to Sindoor River
from km 66.00 to Km 130
section

64 km
Rs. 866.39 
Crore

M/s Krishna
Constructions-Gawar
Construction Limited
(JV)

 

The project would be implemented on EPC mode with construction period of 24 months.  The
project includes upgradation of the highway from 2 lane to 4 lane with rigid pavement (cement
concrete road), along with construction of 4 major bridges, 20 minor bridges, 9 underpasses at the
location of minor junction and 29 minor junctions for the free and safe movement of road users.

Thirteen kilometer of the project road passes through wild life sanctuary in which 39.750 ha. area
of wildlife forest land is required for diversion. The road also passes through Reserve and
Protected forest for 2 km length in which 11.081 ha. forest land is required for diversion.  In order
to facilitate free and safe movement of wildlife, adequate mitigation measures have been included
in the project viz. additional span of 5m on the either side of the major bridges, provision of
structures of size 5X3.5M at 25 locations.

On completion of the project, the journey on this highway stretch will become safer, saving time,
fuel and vehicle maintenance cost.

****

NP/MS

(Release ID: 1517502) Visitor Counter : 980
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In finance, what is Chinese wall?

This refers to any kind of information barrier erected between different divisions of a financial
institution or any other conglomerate, to prevent the unethical use of business information. A bank
division that employs brokers to advise customers on what stocks to buy, for instance, may be
barred from communicating with another division of the same bank that offers investment banking
services to publicly listed companies. This wall is generally erected to prevent charges of conflict
of interest. In some cases, banks may decide to completely spin-off their various business
divisions into separate legal entities to prevent any malpractice.
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A turtle recovery plan

Every year, thousands of sea turtles are accidentally captured, injured or killed by mechanised
boats, trawl nets and gill nets operated and used by comercial fishermen. They can also sustain
internal injuries from fishing hooks or suffer serious external injuries after becoming entangled in
nets. Each year, environmentalists record a high number of dead turtles washing up ashore. This
heavy toll, of injuries and deaths, occurs when turtles begin migrating to their nesting grounds on
beaches and in fishing areas that are their feeding grounds.

There are five species in Indian waters — Leatherback, Loggerhead, Hawksbill, Green and Olive
Ridley. In India, though sea turtles are protected under the Indian Wildlife Protection Act of 1972,
under the Schedule I Part II, they face grave threats. Bycatch is one such example, which is the
name given to ocean animals that are unintentionally caught by fishing gear. Scientists are now
working on programmes such as new fishing nets and gear that reduce the amount of bycatch
while fishing. Growing public interest in bycatch reduction programmes is motivated by factors
such as an appreciation for endangered species and concern for maintaining marine biodiversity.

The turtle breeding season is usually between November and December. In Tamil Nadu, for
example, the Olive Ridley nests between December and April along the Chennai-Kancheepuram
coastline. The eastern coastline is the feeding area for Olive Ridley, juvenile Hawksbills and Green
turtles. Off-shore waters are also migratory routes for the Olive Ridley while moving towards
beaches in Andhra Pradesh and Odisha.

Sea turtles, especially the leatherback, keep jellyfish under control, thereby helping to maintain
healthy fish stocks in the oceans. The Green turtle feeds on sea grass beds and by cropping the
grass provide a nursery for numerous species of fish, shellfish and crustaceans. The Hawksbill
feeds on sponges in the reef ecosystem and opens up crevices for other marine life to live in.
Turtles are also transporters of nutrients and energy to coastal areas. Unhatched eggs, eggshells
and fluids help foster decomposers and create much needed fertilizer in sandy beaches.

 

As turtle populations in general decline, so does their ability to play a vital role in maintaining the
health of the world’s oceans. Integrated conservation measures are needed to rebuild their
populations to healthy levels so that they can carry out the full extent of their key roles in ocean
ecosystems.

 

Under current regulations, mechanised trawl boats are not allowed to operate within 8 km of the
shore in Andhra Pradesh, 5.5 km in Tamil Nadu and 5 km in Odisha. However, these limits are not
being enforced. Similarly, nets set for ray fish are banned under the law during the season.
However, their use by some categories of fishermen is widespread. The ban needs to be enforced
at all levels of fishing and monitored by the respective Fisheries departments, marine police and
the Indian Coast Guard. All areas where fishing boats land need to be monitored.

In the U.S., all trawl shrimp fishing vessels need to be equipped with turtle excluder devices or
TEDs, which are two-dimensional net inserts with large escape openings for turtles. Likewise in
India, trawlers meant for shrimp fishing are required by law to be fitted with TEDs. If used
correctly, TEDs have been found to reduce turtle captures by 90%.

There are closed seasons for certain types of fishing vessels. In Tamil Nadu and Puducherry, the
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closed season for commercial fishing boats is from April 15 to May 29 (east coast) and June 15 to
July 29 (west coast). Here, mechanised fishing trawlers are banned from fishing. In Andhra
Pradesh and Odisha, the season is between April 15 and May 31. Trawlers and motorised craft
with an engine output greater than 25 hp are banned. In all these areas/States, all non-motorised
and motorised craft with an engine output of less than 25 hp are permitted to fish during this
season. Unfortunately, none of these closed seasons takes into account the sea turtle nesting
season that falls between January and April. Areas where sea turtles forage and congregate need
to be identified and additional seasonal closures need to be implemented within these areas.

If sea turtle conservation is to have meaning, all trawl boats should be fitted with a vessel
monitoring system that must be kept on at all times. This will provide a simple system of
monitoring by the Coast Guard. These small but meaningful measures will help the sea turtles that
are our marine heritage have another chance at survival.

Supraja Dharini is the Founder Trustee-Chairperson, TREE Foundation and Executive Coordinator
and Founder, Bay of Bengal Ecologists and Conservationist Network
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IRS survey delivers mixed news

First, the good news. Newspapers in the country added 110 million new readers between 2014
and 2017 on the back of an increase in literacy rates, population and number of publications. This
was revealed by the Indian Readership Survey (IRS) 2017 released last week by the Readership
Studies Council of India (RSCI).

According to the survey, based on a sample size of 320,000 households, newspaper readership
saw a 40% increase with 40 million new urban readers and 70 million new rural readers. IRS 2017
was conducted by market researcher Nielsen and released by RSCI, an industry body jointly
formed by the Media Research Users Council (MRUC) and the Audit Bureau of Circulation (ABC).

“The good news for print is the 11 crore new readers across age groups that have been added.
The rapid growth in rural shows print is alive and kicking and has a long life in India unlike in the
Western world,” says Shashi Sinha, chief executive officer of IPG Media Brands and chairman of
the managing committee at RSCI.

Apart from newspapers, the survey also published data on the growth in magazines, television
ownership and direct-to-home (DTH) TV penetration. Between 2014 and 2017, magazines saw a
75% increase with 38 million new readers. In a statement on the release of IRS 2017, Ashish
Bhasin, chairman of MRUC, and chairman and CEO—South Asia, Dentsu Aegis Networks, said:
“According to the findings of the report, 39% of Indians (in the age group of 12+ years) read
newspapers, and 20% of all newspaper readers in 50 lakh plus population towns read newspapers
online. These numbers most definitely tell us that there is a bright future waiting for the print
industry.”

As many as 40 million people read newspapers online, the survey added. That is hardly a surprise
as household ownership of mobile phones had also gone up from 79% to 91% between 2014 and
2017.

The best news in the survey was, perhaps, reserved for Hindi and other local language
newspapers. Between 2014 and 2017, Hindi dailies saw an increase of 45% in total readership
(TR), which refers to readership in the past one month), while English dailies’ TR was up by 10%.
Odiya dailies recorded the highest total readership jump of 83%, followed by Telugu newspapers,
which recorded 63% growth between 2014 and 2017. Sinha says Hindi particularly has grown very
well not only in TR but also in average issue readership (AIR, refers to readership within its
publishing frequency, e.g. 24 hours for a daily). “I personally think this is the result of heightened
competition in the market which has led to many initiatives by publications,” he says.

The not-so-good news is that while the dailies’ “Total Readership”, which is a measure of
readership in the past one month, expanded by 40%, the up to 7 days readership saw an increase
of 26%, and up to 3 days of 16%, the AIR was flat at 0.6%. AIR is the real measure of newspaper
readership on which advertising is bought and sold. The AIR for English newspapers has seen a
significant decline in Mumbai and Delhi even though it grew in smaller towns. According to Sinha,
AIR has dropped by 30% in Delhi and 50% in Mumbai.

He feels that the intensity of reading may be diminishing, owing to media fragmentation, flourishing
news channels and breaking news available online. “Basically readers are not reading
newspapers every day. English is under pressure. So we introduced the 3-day and 7-day
readership matrix to reflect the changing readership habits and to help publishers fine-tune their
strategies to monetize better,” says Sinha.
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Anita Nayyar, chief executive officer of Havas Media Group, India and South Asia, says that the
options of TR and readership in 3 and 7 days is a good number to consider and evaluate the
readership trend and correlate. English newspapers may be under pressure but Nayyar says that
“there is a specific requirement for English newspapers across markets, across India which will
continue”.

The survey certainly shows print in much better light than what has been projected over the years.
“It should certainly help advertising revenues; however, the catch is more in the medium of news
consumption moving a lot from physical newspapers to e-news on your handset. But print medium
is here to stay for more years to come,” adds Nayyar.

Clearly, there is a pick up for English in the online space “and publishers have to think through
joint print and online strategies especially for English,” says Sinha, adding, “At various cuts,
frequencies, geographies, the data will show different trends but it’s not doomsday for print as
many predicted.”

C.V.L. Srinivas, country manager, WPP India and CEO, GroupM South Asia, feels advertisers will
take note of the findings of the survey and this could lead to an uptick in spending in the short
term. “But for print to sustain ad budgets in medium to long term it will have to deliver the results
advertisers look for,” he adds.

Shuchi Bansal is Mint’s media, marketing and advertising editor. Ordinary Post will look at
pressing issues related to all three. Or just fun stuff. Respond to this column at
shuchi.b@livemint.com
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MIFF 2018 opens with screening of 'I Am Not Your Negro'
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting

MIFF 2018 opens with screening of 'I Am Not Your Negro'
68 films in competition for Golden Conch & Silver Conch
Awards

Posted On: 28 JAN 2018 6:46PM by PIB Mumbai

MIFF 2018 opens with screening of 'I Am Not Your Negro'

68 films in competition for Golden Conch & Silver Conch Awards

Mumbai, January 28, 2017

The much awaited documentary film festival in India, the Mumbai International Film Festival for
Documentary, Short and Animation Films got off to a flying start with Oscar nominated 'I Am Not
Your Negro' shown as the opening film.

The inaugural ceremony at NCPA witnessed a congregation of documentary and short film makers
from India and abroad. Veteran film maker, Goutam Ghose, who has also produced significant
documentary films was the chief guest. Kiran Shantaram, Mrinal Kulkarni, Mike Pandey were
among other dignitaries present. Commending the efforts made by MIFF in providing a platform for
the documentary film makers, Goutam Ghose said that MIFF is certainly a pride of India. He
congratulated Films Division and Ministry of Information and broadcasting for organising MIFF
consistently with great enthusiasm.

The ceremony also saw the customary introduction of the International and National Jury. The
International Jury for MIFF 2018 comprises Canadian filmmaker Elisa Paloschi (Chairperson),
French documentary maker Dominique Dubosc, filmmaker and academic from the Philippines -
Baby Ruth Villarama, noted Indian filmmaker Haobam Paban Kumar and animation expert Ashish
Kulkarni. The National Jury, chaired by film critic and author Maithili Rao, has Turkish animator
Berat Ilk, French author and film producer Pierre Assouline, National Award winning filmmakers M
P Sukumaran Nair and Arun Chaddha as other members.

The opening ceremony also saw a scintillating dance performance by the 'India's Got Talent' find
Prince Dance Group from Odisha.

The week long film festival will showcase nearly 430 documentary, short and animation films from
over 40 countries. The oldest and the largest film festival for non-feature films in South Asia, which
began in 1990 is being organized by the Films Division, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting,
Government of India.

Besides the contemporary films vying for top honours in the International and National Competition
for Golden Conch and Silver Conch awards, MIFF will showcase best documentary short and
animation films produced in India and abroad under special packages including Jury
retrospectives and Best of Fests.

The Animation Package includes films of Ivan Maximov of Russia, Baret Ilk of Turkey and Lea
Zagury of Brazil. A special package of French Shorts and Experimental films curated by Gabriele
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Brennen of the 3iS International Institute for Image and Sound, Paris will be screened on 29th.
The Best of the Fests package includes films sourced from top documentary film festivals like
Berlinale, HotDocs, Canada, Melbourne Documentary Festival and Guanajuato Film Festival,
Mexico. A retrospective of veteran Iranian film maker - Rakshan Benietemad, will include 3
documentaries from 3 decades. Other retrospectives will cover works of French film maker
Dominic Dubosc, Mudhushree Dutta and noted animator Bhimsain Khurana. There are also
special film packages from the North East and Jammu & Kashmir.

Another important feature of MIFF 2018 is students' participation. Student films of FTII, Satyajit
Ray Film & TV Institute, Whistling Woods, MGR Film & TV Institute, Prayasam, State University of
Rohtak, National Institute of Design will be screened during the festival.

add flavour and substance to the festival, workshops, master classes, lecture-demonstrations
and panel discussions on topics of interest will take place during MIFF 2018. Nandan Saxena
will be conducting a 4 day workshop on 'Non-fiction cinematography'. Anand Gnadhi's team
will give a glimpse of new Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality Technology.

a.

The screenings will be held in the theatres in Films Division complex, 24-Pedder Road, Mumbai
and nearby Russian Culture Centre from January 29, 2017.

For media / delegate registrations visit www.miff.in+
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